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METHODS
No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. The experiments 
were not randomized. The investigators were not blinded to allocation during 
experiments and outcome assessment.
Termite dynamics. To characterize the emergent spatial organization of termite 
nests, we developed a general mechanistic model for termite colony growth, 
reproduction, foraging behaviour, and intraspecific competition (see complete 
description in the Supplementary Information). For computational conveni-
ence, we update these dynamics on a yearly basis. We consider a finite landscape  
consisting of a regular square lattice. As the initial condition, a single colony 
founds a nest at a random location within the grid, with a starting population of 
two termites (queen and king) and a minimum viable foraging area Amin. This 
inaugural colony grows, reproduces, and seeds the rest of the system with new 
incipient colonies; the system develops with time according to the rules detailed 
below. Each colony, i, is characterized by its population biomass, Bi(t), and total 
foraging-territory area, Ai(t).
Foraging territory area. Termites forage outwards from the nest, which is situated 
at the centre of the initial territory. Thus territories expand in a circular fashion; 
however, because expansion in certain directions may be blocked by other colonies 
(see Competition), territory shape does not necessarily remain circular or centred 
on the nest proper. Ri(t) denotes the largest radial distance within the territory, 
measured from the centre of the nest; this radius is constrained physiologically by 
Rmax, the maximum distance that a foraging termite can travel.
Nest. We assume that the physical nest proper occupies a circular area, Mi(t)  
(centred within the initial territory), whose radius is a fraction of Ri(t) given by fm.
Colony growth. We model colony size and growth in terms of biomass and, con-
sistent with empirical data31, we assume that termite colonies grow logistically. 
Production of new colony members, µ, is determined by the queen’s constant rate 
of egg-laying. The carrying capacity, Bmax, represents the maximum possible bio-
mass that a colony can reach, a limit that we assume to be imposed by intrinsic 
physiological constraints (for example, how big a nest structure the colony can 
construct) and thus equivalent for all colonies. Colony members die at a per capita 
mortality rate m. The effective carrying capacity is therefore Bmax(1− m/µ). To meet 
basic energetic maintenance costs and achieve growth, colonies require resources. 
Specifically, the resources needed to maintain colony i at size Bi(t) are given by 
ρ = /B t c( )i i

need  , where c is the termite assimilation capacity (that is, the conversion 
factor from resource biomass into termite biomass). This resource requirement is 
to be compared with the resources available in the foraging territory. Since we 
model termites that feed exclusively on dead plant material, we assume that 
resource availability for colony i at time t at any given location x within that colony’s 
territory is equal to the amount of dead plant material that has accumulated at that 
location during the previous year. Assuming that plant mortality occurs at a con-
stant rate, mP, and given that colony i occupies area Ai(t) at time t, the resources 
available to colony i, ρi(t), are
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where P(x, t) is the live plant biomass at location x and time t. This will be obtained 
from the dynamics of the vegetation model below. Because termite dynamics are 
updated annually, resource requirement and availability are compared at the begin-
ning of each year. If ρi ≠  ρi

need, the colony will try to adjust its foraging territory 
accordingly: if resources are insufficient (ρi < ρi

need), the colony will expand its 
foraging territory trying to obtain the necessary resources; conversely, if resources 
are in excess (ρi > ρi

need), termites will not need to travel as far to harvest the 
minimum necessary resources, and the foraging territory will shrink. Such shrink-
age produces ‘empty’ (unoccupied) area potentially available for nearby colonies 
as additional foraging territory. If territory expansion is hindered for any reason 
(for example, lack of available space, or Rmax being reached), then colony biomass 
will grow only as much as allowed by the resources available up to the point of 
hindrance.
Territorial competition. If territory expansion leads to overlap with the territory 
of another colony, we assume that a conflict ensues at the border between the 
two territories in the form of direct interference competition, avoidance, and/or 
aggressive territorial defence (such antagonism between intraspecific colonies 
is common among many, perhaps most, species of termites and ants29,32). These 
conflicts can simply remain as border skirmishes (that is, offsetting mortalities, 
neither colony gains any net ground) or can lead to ‘wars’ that may result in the 
extermination of one colony. We assume that smaller, growing colonies exhibit 
more aggressively expansionist tendencies than do larger established ones, in 
keeping with evidence that aggression declines with distance from the nest33 
(Supplementary Fig. 1a). The outcome is probabilistic, with P(i and j at war) =  
P(i seeks war) ×  P(j seeks war), where
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where α2 is a reference value and β2 is a shape factor for the probability of engaging 
in conflict. War results either in the death of one colony (highly probable if there 
is a substantial size discrepancy since we assume ∼ 1:1 mortality in conflict) or 
in coexistence (if sizes are similar), in which case the workers’ foraging radius is 
truncated, a boundary is established, and expansion ceases in that direction. If 
colonies i and j fight, then i wins with probability
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where α is a reference value and β is a shape factor for the conflict outcome prob-
ability. If colony i dies in conflict, the winning colony j also suffers losses in the 
form of reductions in both territory and population biomass: Aj′  = Aj −  Ai, and Bj is 
reduced proportionally (that is, Bj′  = Bj (Aj′ /Aj)). In the rare event that the winning 
colony has a smaller territory and biomass than the losing one, then both territory 
and population biomass are decreased to a fraction q of the original: Aj′  = qAj. In 
either case, the winning area cannot be reduced below the minimum, Amin.
Reproduction. We assume that when colonies reach a certain population biomass, 
Bmat <  Bmax, they become reproductively mature (also known as established) and 
produce alates (winged dispersing future queens and kings) as follows. If, during 
the current time step, colony i shrinks in biomass owing to resource limitation, then 
it forgoes reproduction even if its newly reduced biomass exceeds Bmat; otherwise, 
it produces a number of alates proportional to a fraction fA of its biomass. In our 
simulations we assume that these alates disperse randomly and in pairs over the 
entire grid. If an alate pair lands within the territory of an established colony or 
does not have enough space to initiate (that is, available area at the landing point 
< Amin), the alates die. Otherwise, they start a new colony. The landing point is 
assumed to be the centre of the new nest.
Mortality. There are two sources of mortality for colonies. The first is conflict 
between neighbours (see above), which we assume to be the primary cause of death 
in small colonies, but to decline in importance as colonies grow. Indeed, empirical  
observations from multiple systems suggest that territorial conflict eliminates 
many incipient colonies but seldom leads to the death of a mature colony, whereas 
mature colonies show signs of perpetual conflict at outer edges of their foraging 
territories34–36. The second source of mortality is an intrinsic stochastic death rate, 
which primarily affects established colonies. We let mC be stochastic mortality 
for large colonies and set it to replicate a realistic lifetime for mature colonies31,37.
Termite engineering. Here, we focus on the scenario in which termites locally 
deplete plant biomass, as hypothesized for the sand termite P. allocerus 
(Rhinotermitidae), which has been suggested as the cause of the Namibian FCs7. 
On nests, we assume the mortality rate of plant biomass to be elevated by a fixed 
proportion ν: ν= =m m m m;P P P Poff on off . For full model details and analysis see 
Supplementary Information; for parameterization see Extended Data Table 1.
Vegetation dynamics. To model vegetation dynamics, we modified a model that 
has been used repeatedly to describe and reproduce the patterns that are typical 
of vegetation in semi-arid environments15. The model considers the dynamics of 
vegetation (P), soil water (W), and surface water (O) densities. Assuming a flat 
terrain, the model can be written as
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where ∇ 2 represents the nabla operator (second spatial derivative) and the values 
and meaning of parameters can be found in Extended Data Table 2. The first term 
in equation (3) represents rainfall, the second term represents infiltration of surface 
water into the soil, and the third term represents surface water diffusion. The first 
term in equation (2) represents the increase in soil water owing to infiltration, 
whereas the second term represents evaporation, the third term represents soil 
water uptake, and the last term soil water diffusion. Lastly, the first term in equa-
tion (1) represents plant growth due to water uptake, the second term represents 
mortality, and the third term vegetation biomass diffusion (via, for example, seed 
dispersal). In turn, GP and GW, plant growth rate and soil water consumption rate, 
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respectively, depend on the extension of the root system. Thus, if the root system 
is encoded in the kernel:
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the effect of roots on growth and water consumption, respectively, is given by
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where the integrals consider the totality of the system38. The kernel determines to 
what extent roots from a body of vegetation biomass (for example, clump) can use 
water and influence other parts of the system. Specifically, the Gaussian kernel 
above sets this distance through its standard deviation, the root-system size, given 
by + xS EP t(1 ( , ))0 .
Variable rainfall. We used data to replace the constant average rainfall (typically 
used in models such as the one above) by a more realistic variable rainfall function 
Rainfall(t) that captures the typical Namib Desert yearly rainfall. To that end, we 
used data from 2004 to 2014 from multiple Namib Desert locations (provided 
by V. Hartung) to calculate mean monthly rainfall in an ‘average’ year along with 
standard errors reflecting among-year variation in monthly totals. The resulting 
Rainfall(t) depicts the two distinct seasons (wet and dry) characteristic of this region 
(see Extended Data Fig. 5):
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Here, t is the month of the year, and the second term in brackets represents noise 
(random number uniformly distributed between 0 and σR) that takes into account 
an additional source of stochasticity inherently associated with the weather.
Asymmetric roots. One important feature of the vegetation model above is that 
the root system represented by the Gaussian kernel, equation (4), is symmetric 
and therefore root density is equivalent in all directions, regardless of heteroge-
neities in water availability. However, desert-plant roots in sandy substrates both 
(1) grow preferentially in the direction of localized moisture concentrations 
(hydrotropism) and (2) exhibit enhanced proliferation, branching, and biomass 
growth in moist versus dry soil, breaking the symmetry of root architecture in 
ways thought to enable ‘precise exploitation of water patches and drought  
avoidance’39. We therefore modified the above model to incorporate the possibil-
ity of hydrotropism and asymmetric root proliferation (or asymmetric exploita-
tion of soil moisture) in response to localized differences in soil-water availability. 
Once the soil-moisture difference dissipates, the root system in that direction 
returns to its original growth pattern. We introduced an additional term in the 
plant-growth equation, equation (1), that modifies plant growth rate by a specific 
factor. This is calculated by adding to the existing term, GP(x,t), an additional 
contribution from any direction in which soil water surpasses a site-specific  
threshold, Wthr: ω= + ′! x x xG t G t F t( , ) ( , )[1 ( , )]P P asym    , where ω′  is a (dimensionless) 
diminishing factor (in our simulations, ω′  = 0.5) that is necessary to prevent 
numerical instabilities leading to unrealistic features such as system-wide plant 
clusters, and Fasym is the improvement function per se, given by
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The 〈 …〉  notation represents spatial averages as follows: following equation (4), 
the standard deviation of the Gaussian root system is given by + xS EP t(1 ( , ))0 ; 
therefore, a rough estimate of the maximum length of the root system is given by 
three times that standard deviation. Thus, the spatial averages in equation (6) 
consider locations at a distance − ′ ≈ +x x xS EP t3 (1 ( , ))0  and use the immediate 
neighbourhood of these locations to assess the average water availability and how  
different it is from xW t( , ). Because our simulations occur on a square lattice, such 
spatial average only considers the four neighbours of a location ′x . However, only 
nearest neighbours of ′x  fulfilling
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are considered for the average, which ensures that only a sufficiently large contrast 
between the focal location x and the neighbourhood of ′x  triggers this differential 
root growth. In our simulations, we set Wthr =4.

Parameterization and sensitivity analysis. We thoroughly searched the 
existing literature to identify plausible (and internally consistent) values of  
individual-, colony-, and population-level parameters such as termite  individual 
biomass, thresholds for maturity and reproduction, and the parameters related 
to the vegetation model (Extended Data Tables 1 and 2). For the para meters 
related to the vegetation model, we modified previous parameterizations15  
to tailor the model to Namib Desert conditions (for example, the variable rainfall 
function described above, low surface-water diffusivity). In addition, we conducted 
sensitivity analyses to test the dependence of the model outputs on each of the  
different parameters. Finally, because we used a spatial discretization to enhance 
the speed of our simulations, we conducted additional sensitivity analyses to test the  
appropriateness of (1) the spatial grain and (2) topology (square versus hexagonal 
lattice) of the underlying grid, showing that these assumptions did not affect the 
results.
Insect-nest distributions: field data. We used high-resolution satellite imagery to 
quantitatively analyse the spatial distribution of social-insect nests in four countries on 
three continents: termite mounds in Kenya (Macrotermitinae: O. montanus; Fig. 1b),  
Mozambique (Macrotermitinae: Macrotermes spp.; Fig. 1e), Brazil (Termitidae: 
S. dirus; Fig. 1c), and Australia (Termitidae: Amitermes meridionalis), along with 
harvester ant nests in the southwestern USA (Formicidae: Pogonomyrmex spp.; 
Fig. 1d). In all cases, these features were clearly distinguishable in imagery (Fig. 1 
and Extended Data Fig. 3) and the identities of the insect species that built them 
have been unambiguously established in published field studies (Supplementary 
Information section 4.1). We further re-analysed the Namibian FC sites of a pre-
vious study10 to ensure concordance and comparability with our other analyses. 
The regions and locations analysed are as follows:

Kenya. Two topographically, edaphically, and floristically homogeneous 
rectangular areas (0.975 km2 and 1.201 km2, comprising 205 and 241 mounds, 
respectively) in clay-rich vertisols at Mpala Research Centre (∼ 0° 17′  N, 36° 51′  E),  
where our previous work has extensively ground-truthed mound locations3, from 
high-resolution multispectral Pleiades-1 satellite imagery from May 2013.

Mozambique. A subsection of a 0.630-km2 rectangular area of mixed Acacia/
palm savanna-woodland in Gorongosa National Park (∼ 18° 57′  S, 34° 21′  E) com-
prising ∼ 152 total mounds, from high-resolution multispectral WorldView-2 
satellite imagery supplied by the DigitalGlobe Foundation; this analysis was  
comprehensively ground-truthed by mapping all mounds on foot.

Brazil. Two areas (0.209 and 0.409 km2, comprising ∼ 452 and 751 mounds, 
respectively), in Bahia State (∼ 12° 30′  S, 41° 37′  W), from Google Earth (image 
copyright 2016, CNES/Astrium).

North America. Two areas of 0.308 and 0.179 km2, comprising ∼ 510 and 224 nests,  
respectively, in Arizona (∼ 36° 15′  N, 113° 05′  W), from Google Earth (image 
copyright 2012, DigitalGlobe).

Australia. Two oblique aerial photographs (courtesy of photographer I. Arndt)  
of Amitermes mounds in Litchfield National Park, comprising 249 and 295 mounds, 
respectively. Specific geographic coordinates for these images are unknown, and 
we were unable to analyse these mounds in satellite images; generic coordinates 
for Litchfield are ∼ 13° 17′  S, 130° 45′  E.

Namibia. Three Namib-Desert sites within the Giribes Plain (G) and 
Marienfluss Valley (MV), within the same rectangular areas analysed in previ-
ous work10, with areal extents of 0.288 (G1), 0.294 (G2), and 0.322 km2 (MV), 
and comprising 1,181, 1,288 and 676 FCs, respectively, from Google Earth (image 
copyright 2016, DigitalGlobe).

Insect-nest distributions: quantitative analysis. We analysed the spatial distri-
bution of termite mounds, ant nests, and FCs (henceforth, ‘points’). We computed 
Voronoi tessellations10,40 for the point patterns, from which we extracted the fol-
lowing information: (1) distributions of nearest-neighbour numbers for each point, 
that is, the number of corners of each Voronoi tile, which provides information on 
the regularity of the pattern (Fig. 1g and Extended Data Fig. 3); (2) distributions 
of tile areas (mean area and coefficient of variation); and (3) distributions of the 
distances of all points to their nearest neighbour10. Following ref. 10, for these anal-
yses we removed all edge tiles with corners touching the borders of the analysed 
area. Therefore, the effective number of nests analysed for each area was smaller 
than the total number of nests present. We further calculated pairwise correlation 
and Ripley’s L functions41 for each different area (see Supplementary Information 
and Extended Data Fig. 4). We used both the ‘spatstat’ package41 in R and our 
own Fortran code to calculate both functions. We also used ‘spatstat’ to calculate 
significance envelopes. We used the same approach to analyse the output of the 
theoretical model (Fig. 1g and Extended Data Figs 2–4).
Vegetation patterns: field data. We collected low-altitude aerial imagery of 
Namibian FC and matrix vegetation at the NamibRand Nature Reserve in southern  
Namibia (25.04° E, 15.94° S), where FCs have been intensively studied and 
biotic/abiotic conditions are well characterized6,7,12. Mean annual precipitation 
is 70–80 mm (ref. 6), falling mostly from December to May. The site consists of 
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Kalahari sand plains and dunes typical of the habitat in which FCs are found6,7,12. 
The flora is co-dominated by three congeneric bushman-grasses: Stipagrostis 
obtusa, Stipagrostis uniplumis, and Stipagrostis ciliata12. In February 2015, we 
selected ten sites spanning ∼ 35 km within NamibRand Nature Reserve. At each 
site, we haphazardly selected ten pairs of FCs and measured the distance between 
circles (from one outer ring edge to another) and the size of each FC (average of two 
perpendicular diameters within the vegetation ring). The mean (± s.e.m.) diameter 
of FCs in our data set was 5.94 ±  0.23 m, and the mean distance between circles was 
6.9 ±  0.4 m. Low-altitude imagery was collected at a subset of three sites: the most 
northern (24.94° E, 25.95° S), the most southern (25.25° E, 16.02° S), and the most 
central (25.13° E, 16.01° S). We photographed matrix vegetation at the midpoint 
between 30 pairs of neighbouring FCs (n =10 pairs per site; Fig. 4b) using a digital 
camera (Canon PowerShot S110), mounted on an 11-m carbon-fibre pole (Ron 
Thompson Gangster Carp Pole) such that it could be held parallel to the ground 
at 10-m height. Before imaging, we manually removed fallen leaf litter that might 
have obscured spatial patterns in standing vegetation. Exposure was controlled 
manually to maintain consistency in changing light conditions. For all images, this 
camera rig was held at constant height by the same individual (T.C.C.). A reference 
object was placed in all images and used to scale them to a pixel size of 0.333 cm.
Vegetation patterns: quantitative analysis. Images were scaled and a large rec-
tangular sub-area of similar size (1,340 pixels ×  1,340 pixels for two sites, and  
900 pixels ×  900 pixels for a site in which FC density was higher) was selected from 
each image to comprise only grass and soil (that is, no FCs) and no visible disturbance  
(n = 27 images; three of the images were excluded because they did not have a 
large enough area between circles). Images were processed as in ref. 4. For com-
parison with the model simulations with stochastic seasonal rainfall, we selected 
snapshots of the simulated vegetation in the wet season in different years (we used 
snapshots from February, corresponding to when the field images were collected in 
2015). From these snapshots, we selected 2 subsections (73 pixels ×  73 pixels and 
135 pixels ×  135 pixels) between neighbouring FCs (n = 52, 26 years ×  2 subsec-
tions per year). We used the two-dimensional Fourier transform and a subsequent 
computation of the two-dimensional periodogram (that is, power spectrum42), to 
provide a quantitative characterization of the spatial patterns43. For this analysis, 
we transformed the patterns of biomass density from the model into binary images 
(vegetation versus bare soil; see Fig. 4c) according to a threshold that allowed us 
to eliminate background noise: we selected the threshold to be the highest value 
for which the Fourier transform analysis does not show any threshold depend-
ence (0.015 kg/m2). On the basis of the two-dimensional periodogram, we then 
calculated the radial spectrum r (sum of the periodogram values on concentric 
ring-shaped regions of the two-dimensional surface), to quantify the portion of 
image variances that could be accounted for by a simple cosine wave repeating itself 
r times (wavenumber) along a travel direction of the periodogram. We normalized 
the radial spectra for (1) wavenumber, by dividing r by the size of the domain in the 
analysed image (approximately 4.45 and 3 m for field images and 3.65–6.75 m for  
simulations); and (2) amplitude of the radial spectrum, by dividing by the maximum  
of the mean.
Data availability statement. The data sets generated and analysed during the 
current study are available in the Dryad repository at http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/
dryad.3264f. The computer code is available from the corresponding authors upon 
request.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Probability functions associated with conflicts in the termite model. a, Probability for colony A and colony B to engage  
in a war as a function of each colony’s population biomass. b, If colonies A and B engage in a war, probability functions for colony A (red curve) or  
B (blue curve) to win the war as a function of the ratio of colony population biomass. When the two colonies have roughly the same biomass,  
they coexist (green area).
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Results of the termite self-organization 
model with a fixed resource density level, Pcst. a, b, Temporal behaviour 
of mature colonies in the termite model for Pcst = 50 g m−2. a, Average 
diameter of mature nests (blue shading, ± 1 s.d.). b, Average distance 
between nearest neighbours, (where neighbours are nests that share 
territory borders). Both observables reach a clear stationary state after a 
transient period of ∼ 200 years. c–f, Emergent behaviour for the colonies 
at the stationary state as a function of the (annually) available level of 
resources. c, Average mound diameter, which reflects foraging-territory 
area, decreases as resource availability increases. d, Mean nearest-
neighbour distance also decreases with increasing resource density.  

e, Termite population density (number of individuals per square metre) 
increases with available resources. f, Average colony biomass density 
(individuals/colony) increases with available resource density, and reaches 
a saturation value around Bmax(1− m/µ) (see Supplementary Information). 
g, Frequency distribution of neighbour numbers from Voronoi analysis 
for the model with different resource densities (inset: mean number 
of neighbours). Higher resource densities result in a higher number of 
colonies (numbers in parentheses in the legend) and therefore more 
powerful results. Results are obtained by averaging over 100 simulations 
for each resource level; error bars, ± 1 s.d.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Average number of neighbours in various 
field locations. Upper left panel: average number of neighbours (± 1 s.d.)  
from Voronoi analysis of model and field data; number of nests at each 
location is shown in parentheses. All other panels: satellite imagery and/or  
photographs used for data analysis. Mounds are highlighted for ease of 
observation. If a white rectangle is present then only the points within 
the rectangle were analysed; otherwise, the whole image was analysed. 
All scale bars, 100 m. Aerial photographs of Amitermes mounds in 

Australia courtesy of I. Arndt. Pleiades-1 satellite imagery of Kenya 
copyright 2013 CNES/Astrium (GeoTIFF file supplied by Apollo Mapping, 
Boulder, Colorado, USA). Multispectral WorldView-2 satellite imagery 
of Mozambique courtesy of the DigitalGlobe Foundation. Google Earth 
satellite imagery: images for Arizona copyright 2012 DigitalGlobe, for 
Brazil copyright 2016 CNES/Astrium, and for Namibia copyright 2016 
DigitalGlobe.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Spatial point-pattern analyses of various 
field locations. Left: pair correlation function as a function of distances 
between nests. Right: Ripley’s L function for the same examples. 
Ninety-five per cent pointwise simulation envelopes (shaded areas) 
were calculated using the default function from the R package spatstat. 
These envelopes allow us to reject the null hypothesis (complete spatial 
randomness) at a confidence level of 95%; thus, if the focal function  

(red line) falls out of the envelope for a given distance r, the function 
differs from the expectation for a completely random point distribution. 
Both sets of panels show peaks (left panels) or valleys (right panels) of 
regularity that indicate the presence of overdispersion for each of these 
examples. Note the different number of nests present in the samples from 
each location (Extended Data Fig. 3), which leads to different levels of 
noise in the calculation of the two statistics.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Rainfall data from NamibRand Nature 
Reserve. Top: 10-year time-series of monthly rainfall totals 2004–2014, 
averaged across multiple sites within NamibRand Nature Reserve (data 
provided by V. Hartung). Bottom: mean monthly rainfall (that is, averaged 
for each month across all years) in NamibRand Nature Reserve from 2004 

to 2014 (green line, ±  1 s.d. in red) and proposed rainfall function (blue). 
The noise term included in Rainfall(t) (equation (5) in Methods) ensures 
that the rainfall function variability is high during the rainy season and 
low in the dry season, consistent with the data.
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Vegetation dynamics with and without 
termite engineering. a, b, Comparison of the stationary pattern obtained 
with the vegetation model alone using (a) the original symmetric 
implementation for the root kernel and (b) the modified root kernel that 
is allowed to grow asymmetrically. c, d, Stationary pattern obtained with 
the naive setup (that is, one single, static colony in the centre of the system; 
constant rainfall); c, the resulting pattern using the original, symmetric 
root kernel; d, the pattern obtained when the asymmetric root system 
growth is implemented. e, f, Simulation run measuring the recovery time 

after the death of a colony in the coupled model with variable rainfall and 
asymmetric roots; e, system a few months before reaching stationarity;  
a ring of taller and denser vegetation is formed around the gap, and matrix 
vegetation is reaching its stationary clumpy distribution; f, several decades 
after colony death, the gap closes fully, and the remaining large matrix 
clumps disappear shortly thereafter. Brown, soil; green, vegetation. Colour 
intensity indicates vegetation density. Parameters are as in Extended Data 
Tables 1 and 2.
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Extended Data Figure 7 | The effect of decreasing termite-induced plant 
mortality or increasing rainfall in the coupled system. When on-nest 
enhanced plant mortality is low and/or rainfall is high, vegetation growth 
outpaces termite engineering and, consequently, vegetation is found 
also on nests, disrupting (and for high enough rainfall values completely 
removing) the bare discs. a, Low mortality enhancement (ν = 1.1);  
b, intermediate mortality enhancement (ν = 1.25); values in a and 
b are both lower than in Extended Data Table 1 but have the same 

average rainfall as Extended Data Fig. 5; c, intermediate mortality 
enhancement (ν = 1.25) and average rainfall increased by 10%. Brown, 
soil; green, vegetation. Colour intensity indicates vegetation density. 
d–f, Corresponding underlying termite territories and nests. Blue dots, 
established nests; red dots, incipient nests (including the initial diggings  
of an alate pair, leading to occasionally high local densities as shown in f).  
Snapshots taken for a peak in vegetation after the system has reached 
stationarity. Rest of the parameters as in Extended Data Tables 1 and 2.
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Extended Data Figure 8 | Distribution of FC lifetimes measured in the 
coupled model. For n = 9 replicates of the merged model, we kept track 
for ∼ 300 years (until the end of the simulation) of 100 randomly selected 
FCs that were born after the stationary state (reached after ∼ 100 years). 
Fifty-three of these FCs disappeared before the end of the simulation, 
allowing lifespan estimates for that subset. The resulting lifespans range 

from < 5 years to > 165 years, within reported estimates for Namibian FCs. 
Note that the distribution is truncated on the right tail owing to the limit 
of available simulation times; however, the overall shape of the distribution 
should not be strongly affected since such long-lasting FCs are very 
infrequent.
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Extended Data Table 1 | List of parameters for the termite model and associated literature sources7,29,31,35,37,44–54 and estimation 
procedures
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Extended Data Table 2 | List of parameters for the vegetation parts of the merged model and associated literature sources9,10,15,55–60
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